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(54) System and method for protecting a printer from an over-temperature condition in a printhead

(57) A method responds to an over-temperature con-
dition in a printhead (32,34,36,38). The method includes
generating a first electrical signal corresponding to a tem-
perature in a printhead (32,34,36,38), monitoring the first
electrical signal with a first electronic circuit to terminate
delivery of electrical power to a printhead (32,34,36,38)
in response to detection of a safety event, and monitoring
the first electrical signal with a second electronic circuit
to regulate an amount of electrical power delivered to the
printhead (32,34,36,38).
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to ink jet print-
ers, and in particular, to ink jet printers having printheads
with heaters for the thermal treatment of ink.

Background

[0002] Solid ink or phase change ink printers conven-
tionally receive ink in a solid form, either as pellets or as
ink sticks. The solid ink pellets or ink sticks are typically
inserted through an opening of an ink loader for the print-
er, and the ink sticks are pushed along the feed channel
by a feed mechanism and/or move under the effects of
gravity toward a heater plate in a heater assembly. The
heater plate melts the solid ink impinging on the plate
into a liquid that is delivered to a melt reservoir. The melt
reservoir is configured to maintain a quantity of melted
ink in liquid or melted form and to communicate the melt-
ed ink to a reservoir in one or more printheads as needed.
[0003] Within the printheads, heaters maintain the ink
in the printhead reservoirs and jetstacks in liquid form.
These heaters are usually energized with AC power from
the 115/230 VAC RMS mains of a facility’s power grid.
The AC power is regulated using semiconductor triac
switches. Because the heaters are connected to the input
AC power mains, they typically meet UL, CSA, and man-
ufacturer safety requirements for construction. In the
event of a fault condition, manufacturers typically require
that the heater construction be able to pass an appropri-
ate safety standard, such as a 1,500 VRMS hi-pot with-
stand test for a single insulated constructed heater or a
3,000 VRMS hi-pot withstand test for a double insulated
constructed heater, for a one-minute interval even after
a "thermal runaway" fault condition. Thermal runaway is
described as the loss of input AC power regulation that
results in AC power being continuously applied to the
heaters. The loss of input AC power regulation normally
occurs in response to a failed semiconductor triac switch
shorting in a manner that directly couples AC power to
the heater. The continuous application of input power
causes the heaters to heat until they either burn open or
an in-line thermal fuse disconnects the AC power from
the heaters.
[0004] The in-line thermal fuses address the thermal
runaway condition by sensing the heater temperature
and disconnecting the input power from the heater in re-
sponse to the heater temperature rising above the thresh-
old temperature of the fuse. The decoupling of the input
power from the heater helps avoid damage to the heater.
Manufacturers typically require that a heater be able to
pass one of the withstand tests after a thermal runaway
event. In order to achieve this goal, the thermal fuse
should respond before the ability of the heater to pass
the withstand test is degraded. Providing timely respons-
es to thermal runaway events is a desirable goal in solid

ink printers.

Summary

[0005] A method has been developed that detects and
responds to an over-temperature condition in a printhead
to protect the printer from a runaway thermal condition
with reference to the same signal used to regulate the
delivery of electrical power to a printhead. The method
includes generating a first electrical signal corresponding
to a temperature in a printhead, monitoring the first elec-
trical signal with a first electronic circuit to terminate de-
livery of electrical power to a printhead in response to
detection of a safety event, and monitoring the first elec-
trical signal with a second electronic circuit to regulate
an amount of electrical power delivered to the printhead.
[0006] A system detects and responds to an over-tem-
perature condition with reference to the same signal used
to regulate the delivery of electrical power to a printhead
within a printer. The system includes a first electronic
circuit configured to monitor a first electrical signal and
terminate delivery of electrical power to a printhead in
response to the first electronic circuit detecting a safety
event, and a second electronic circuit configured to mon-
itor the first electrical signal and regulate an amount of
electrical power delivered to the printhead.
In a further embodiment the system further comprises:

a third electronic circuit configured to generate an
open ground signal in response to detection of elec-
trical ground loss in an integrated circuit implement-
ing the first electronic circuit; and
a switch coupled to the first and the third electronic
circuits and configured to decouple electrical power
from the printhead in response to either one of the
first circuit detecting a safety event and the third elec-
tronic circuit generating the open ground signal.

In a further embodiment the system further comprises:

a third electronic circuit configured to monitor the first
electrical signal and terminate delivery of electrical
power to a printhead in response to the third elec-
tronic circuit detecting a safety event, the first and
the third electronic circuits being implemented with
different integrated circuits; and
a switch coupled to the first and the third electronic
circuits and configured to decouple electrical power
from the printhead in response to either one of the
first electronic circuit and the third electronic circuit
detecting a safety event.

In a further embodiment the first and the third electronic
circuits detect different safety events.
In a further embodiment the first and the third electronic
circuits detect the same safety event.
In a further embodiment the system further comprises:
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a fourth electronic circuit configured to generate an
open ground signal in response to detection of elec-
trical ground loss in one of the integrated circuits
implementing the first and the third electronic cir-
cuits; and
the switch is coupled to the first, the third, and the
fourth electronic circuits and configured to decouple
electrical power from the printhead in response to
any one of the first electronic circuit and the third
electronic circuit detecting a safety event, and the
fourth electronic circuit generating the open ground
signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] FIG. 1 is block diagram of a phase change ink
image producing machine.
[0008] FIG. 2 is an electrical schematic of a circuit that
sensing temperature conditions in a printhead of a solid
ink printer and responds to over-temperature conditions
to de-coupled heaters in the printhead from electrical
power.
[0009] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram for a process of re-
sponding to over-temperature conditions in a printhead
of the imaging device of FIG. 1 by de-coupling the heaters
in the printhead from electrical power.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

[0010] For a general understanding of the system dis-
closed herein as well as the details for the system and
method, reference is made to the drawings. In the draw-
ings, like reference numerals have been used throughout
to designate like elements. As used herein, the word
"printer," "imaging device," "image producing machine,"
encompasses any apparatus that performs a print out-
putting function for any purpose, such as a digital copier,
bookmaking machine, facsimile machine, a multi-func-
tion machine, or the like.
[0011] Referring now to FIG. 1, an embodiment of an
image producing machine, such as a high-speed phase
change ink image producing machine or printer 10, is
depicted. As illustrated, the machine 10 includes a frame
11 to which are mounted directly or indirectly all its op-
erating subsystems and components, as described be-
low. To start, the high-speed phase change ink image
producing machine or printer 10 includes an imaging
member 12 that is shown in the form of a drum, but can
equally be in the form of a supported endless belt. The
imaging member 12 has an imaging surface 14 that is
movable in the direction 16, and on which phase change
ink images are formed. A heated transfix roller 19 rotat-
able in the direction 17 is loaded against the surface 14
of drum 12 to form a transfix nip 18, within which ink
images formed on the surface 14 are transfixed onto a
heated copy sheet 49.
[0012] The high-speed phase change ink image pro-

ducing machine or printer 10 also includes a phase
change ink delivery subsystem 20 that has at least one
source 22 of one color phase change ink in solid form.
Since the phase change ink image producing machine
or printer 10 is a multicolor image producing machine,
the ink delivery system 20 includes four (4) sources 22,
24, 26, 28, representing four (4) different colors CYMK
(cyan, yellow, magenta, black) of phase change inks. The
phase change ink delivery system also includes a melting
and control apparatus (not shown) for melting or phase
changing the solid form of the phase change ink into a
liquid form. The phase change ink delivery system is suit-
able for then supplying the liquid form to a printhead sys-
tem 30 including at least one printhead assembly 32.
Since the phase change ink image producing machine
or printer 10 is a high-speed, or high throughput, multi-
color image producing machine, the printhead system 30
includes multicolor ink printhead assemblies and a plural
number (e.g. four (4)) of separate printhead assemblies
32, 34, 36, and 38 as shown.
[0013] As further shown, the phase change ink image
producing machine or printer 10 includes a substrate sup-
ply and handling system 40. The substrate supply and
handling system 40, for example, may include sheet or
substrate supply sources 42, 44, 46, 48, of which supply
source 48, for example, is a high capacity paper supply
or feeder for storing and supplying image receiving sub-
strates in the form of cut sheets 49, for example. The
substrate supply and handling system 40 also includes
a substrate handling and treatment system 50 that has
a substrate heater or pre-heater assembly 52. The phase
change ink image producing machine or printer 10 as
shown may also include an original document feeder 70
that has a document holding tray 72, document sheet
feeding and retrieval devices 74, and a document expo-
sure and scanning system 76.
[0014] Operation and control of the various subsys-
tems, components and functions of the machine or printer
10 are performed with the aid of a controller or electronic
subsystem (ESS) 80. The ESS or controller 80, for ex-
ample, is a self-contained, dedicated mini-computer hav-
ing a central processor unit (CPU) 82, electronic storage
84, and a display or user interface (UI) 86. The ESS or
controller 80, for example, includes a sensor input and
control circuit 88 as well as a pixel placement and control
circuit 89. In addition, the CPU 82 reads, captures, pre-
pares and manages the image data flow between image
input sources such as the scanning system 76, or an
online or a work station connection 90, and the printhead
assemblies 32, 34, 36, 38. As such, the ESS or controller
80 is the main multi-tasking processor for operating and
controlling all of the other machine subsystems and func-
tions, including the printhead cleaning apparatus and
method discussed below.
[0015] In operation, image data for an image to be pro-
duced are sent to the controller 80 from either the scan-
ning system 76 or via the online or work station connec-
tion 90 for processing and output to the printhead assem-
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blies 32, 34, 36, 38. Additionally, the controller deter-
mines and/or accepts related subsystem and component
controls, for example, from operator inputs via the user
interface 86, and accordingly executes such controls. As
a result, appropriate color solid forms of phase change
ink are melted and delivered to the printhead assemblies.
Additionally, pixel placement control is exercised relative
to the imaging surface 14 thus forming desired images
per such image data, and receiving substrates are sup-
plied by any one of the sources 42, 44, 46, 48 and handled
by substrate system 50 in timed registration with image
formation on the surface 14. Finally, the image is trans-
ferred from the surface 14 and fixedly fused to the copy
sheet within the transfix nip 18.
[0016] A circuit 200 that helps protect a printhead from
runaway thermal conditions is shown in FIG. 2. The circuit
200 is comprised of a left jetstack circuit 204, a right jet-
stack circuit 304, and an ink reservoir 404 circuit. Each
of these circuits has a structure that is essentially the
same as the other two circuits. Therefore, only the left
jetstack circuit 204 is described herein to simplify the de-
scription. Within each circuit, reference numbers for sim-
ilar components end in the same two digits.
[0017] Left jetstack thermistor 210 is mounted in a
printhead within a printer at a position that corresponds
with the temperature of the left side of a jetstack within
the printhead. In the embodiment shown, the thermistor
is a negative coefficient thermistor, which means the
electrical resistance of the thermistor decreases with in-
creasing temperature. A voltage source (not shown) pro-
vides a voltage that is dropped across resistor 214 and
across thermistor 210 to ground. Consequently, the volt-
age at node 212 corresponds to a temperature of a left
jetstack in the printhead. This signal changes as the re-
sistance of thermistor 210 is altered by changing tem-
peratures at the left jetstack.
[0018] The signal may be converted by analog/digital
converter (ADC) 218 to a digital value that may be input
to a controller 350 of the printer. The digital output of
ADCs 318 and 418 may be multiplexed with the output
of ADC 218 to provide three channels of temperature
data to a controller or each digital signal may be contin-
uously provided to a controller. In the embodiment of FIG.
2, the signal from a single sensor, namely, one of the
thermistors 210, 310, or 410 may be used as both a tem-
perature regulation control signal by the controller 350
and as a safety condition signal by the circuit 200. Tem-
perature regulation control is performed by controller 350
using the temperature corresponding to the digital value
of the voltage received from a thermistor to generate a
control signal for triac 356. The control signal selectively
operates triac 356 with a varying signal to regulate the
amount of electrical power received from a source 290
through switch 292 to one or more heaters in the print-
head. Thus, the analog signal is converted to a digital
signal that is processed by the controller 350 to regulate
power delivery to the printhead during operational
modes. This analog signal is also processed by circuit

200 to operate the switch 292 to terminate the delivery
of power to the printhead in the event of a safety event
occurring as is now explained.
[0019] The analog signal from thermistor 210 is pro-
vided through input resistors 220, 224, 228, and 230 to
four electronic circuits, which in FIG. 2 are implemented
with comparators 232, 236, 240, and 244. The signal is
provided to the inverting input of comparators 232 and
236 and to the non-inverting input of comparators 240
and 244. The non-inverting inputs of the comparators
232 and 236 are coupled to a reference signal provided
by, for example, a voltage divider, such as voltage divid-
ers 248 and 252. The inverting inputs of comparators 240
and 244 are coupled to a reference signal provided by,
for example, a voltage divider, such as voltage dividers
256 and 260. The resistors of voltage dividers 248 and
252 are sized to generate a reference signal that is great-
er than the reference signal provided by voltage dividers
256 and 260. In the embodiment shown, the reference
signals from voltage dividers 248 and 252 correspond to
an open circuit threshold and the reference signals from
voltage dividers 256 and 260 correspond to a tempera-
ture threshold indicative of an over-temperature condi-
tion. Although the signals from dividers 248 and 252 are
approximately equal to one another and the signals from
dividers 256 and 260 are approximately equal to one an-
other, the reference signals to redundant comparators
need not be equal.
[0020] The outputs of comparators 232 and 236 are
coupled to node 280 through diodes 264 and 272, while
the outputs of comparators 240 and 244 are coupled to
node 280 through the diodes 268 and 276. As shown in
FIG. 2, the outputs of the comparators 232, 236, 240,
and 244 are open collector outputs. Thus, the output tran-
sistors of the comparators are activated in response to
the signal at node 212 being greater than the reference
signal from the dividers 248 and 252 and in response to
the signal at node 212 being less than the reference sig-
nal from the dividers 256 and 260. When an output tran-
sistor of one of the comparators is turned on, the voltage
dropped across resistors 284 and 288 at node 280 is
pulled to ground through the output stage of the activated
comparator. Otherwise, this voltage is provided to the
switch 292. As long as a positive voltage is present at
node 280, the switch 292 provides power from an AC
power source 290 to a heater in the printhead. In re-
sponse to the voltage at the node 280 being pulled to
ground through the output stage of a comparator, the
switch decouples power from the heater in the printhead.
[0021] In the circuit shown in FIG. 2, the comparators
232, 236, 240, and 244 are on different substrates. That
is, each comparator is an integrated circuit (IC) that is
separately packaged from the integrated circuits (ICs)
used to implement the other comparators. This enables
the electronic circuits of the left side jetstack to be elec-
trically independent of one another. Thus, comparators
232 and 236 are redundant electronic circuits for gener-
ating an open circuit signal, while comparators 240 and
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244 are redundant electronic circuits for generating an
over-temperature signal. In the circuit of FIG. 2, the com-
parators depicting as being in a column with one of the
comparators 232, 236, 240, and 244 are implemented
with integrated electronic circuits on the same substrate
as the comparator in the left side jetstack circuit. Each
of the comparators 294, 296, 298, and 300 are located
on one of the four substrates on which the electronic cir-
cuits are implemented. They are configured to generate
a signal indicative of a catastrophic failure of the integrat-
ed circuits on the substrate and turn on transistor 302 to
ground the voltage at the node 280 through the transistor
302 and decouple power from the heater in the printhead.
[0022] In operation, the circuit 200 is powered to gen-
erate a signal corresponding to temperature at each po-
sition in the printhead where a thermistor is mounted.
These signals are provided to four comparators with each
pair of comparators operating as redundant circuits to
the other circuit in the pair. The temperature signal is
compared by two of the comparators to an open circuit
reference electrical signal and compared by another two
of the comparators to an over-temperature reference
electrical signal. Should the temperature signal equal or
fall below the over-temperature reference signal, the out-
put stage of the comparator is activated, the voltage at
node 280 is grounded, and the switch 292 decouples a
heater in the printhead from electrical power. Should the
temperature signal equal or exceed the open circuit ref-
erence signal, the output stage of the comparator is ac-
tivated, the voltage at node 280 is grounded, and the
switch 292 decouples a heater in the printhead from elec-
trical power.
[0023] The group of comparators 294, 296, 298, and
300 are configured to detect ground pin faults on the in-
tegrated circuits (substrates) that are used to implement
the circuit 200. In the event that an IC implementing one
of the electronic circuits in circuit 200 is no longer elec-
trically grounded, a voltage appears on the non-inverting
input of the comparator 294, 296, 298, or 300 in the in-
tegrated circuit that is no longer grounded. This voltage
is an open ground signal and is dropped across resistor
304 to turn on transistor 302. In response, transistor 302
grounds the voltage at the node 280 and causes switch
292 to decouple power from the heater in the printhead.
[0024] The description of a circuit that enables the sig-
nal from a single temperature sensor to be used for both
safety and temperature regulation functions comports
with the circuit embodiment shown in FIG. 2. Other circuit
embodiments may be used. For example, if positive tem-
perature coefficient thermistors are used to generate
temperature signals, the inputs on the comparators and
the reference signals may be adapted accordingly to de-
tect over temperature and open circuit conditions and
decouple electrical power from a heater in the printhead.
[0025] An exemplary process implemented by the cir-
cuit in FIG. 2 is shown in FIG. 3. The process 700 monitors
the temperature of a printhead and responds to an over-
temperature condition by de-coupling the heaters in the

printhead from an electrical power source. The process
begins with generation of a electrical temperature signal
corresponding to a position within a printhead (block
704). The temperature signal is compared to an over-
temperature reference signal (block 708), an open circuit
reference signal (block 712), and a catastrophic failure
threshold (block 716). If any one of these conditions is
active, electrical power is decoupled from a heater in the
printhead (block 720). Otherwise, the process continues
generating a temperature signal and comparing that sig-
nal to the reference signals and threshold to detect a
condition requiring decoupling of electrical power from a
heater in the printhead.
[0026] The comparisons of the temperature signal to
the two reference signals may also include redundant
comparisons using electronic circuits to help ensure de-
tection of an over-temperature or open circuit condition
similar to those described above. The term "electronic
circuits" refers to electrical circuits that are implemented
with both active semiconductor components, such as
transistors and comparators, and passive components,
such as resistors, inductors, and capacitors.
[0027] The system and method described above pro-
vide a circuit that monitors a signal corresponding to a
temperature for both safety and power regulation. Al-
though the system and method are described with refer-
ence to a heater within a printhead, the circuit may be
used with other types of heaters. Typically, standard ther-
mal cut-outs, such as fuses, thermal links, or the like, are
cost effective for most heaters. In environments where
the heater is located in a constrained space and a very
fast thermal response time is required, a circuit, such as
the one described above, may be used. In such a circuit,
the thermistor is positioned to generate a signal corre-
sponding to a temperature in the structure heated by the
heater and the sensing circuits are configured as de-
scribed above to monitor the signal for the regulation of
power to the heater and for termination of electrical power
to the heater in the event of a safety fault, such as an
open ground condition or an over temperature condition.
[0028] Those skilled in the art will recognize that nu-
merous modifications can be made to the specific imple-
mentations of the thermal runaway responsive methods
and systems described above. Therefore, it will be ap-
preciated that various of the above-disclosed and other
features and functions, or alternatives thereof, may be
desirably combined into many other different systems or
applications.

Claims

1. A method of controlling delivery of electrical power
to a printhead in a printer comprising:

generating a first electrical signal corresponding
to a temperature in a printhead;
monitoring the first electrical signal with a first
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electronic circuit to terminate delivery of electri-
cal power to a printhead in response to detection
of a safety event; and
monitoring the first electrical signal with a sec-
ond electronic circuit to regulate an amount of
electrical power delivered to the printhead.

2. The method of claim 1, the termination of electrical
power to the printhead further comprising:

generating an over-temperature signal with the
first electronic circuit in response to the temper-
ature corresponding to the first electrical signal
exceeding a temperature threshold; and
decoupling electrical power from the printhead
in response to the generation of the over-tem-
perature signal.

3. The method of claim 2 further comprising:

monitoring the first electrical signal with a third
electronic circuit;
generating an over-temperature signal with the
third electronic circuit in response to the temper-
ature corresponding to the first electrical signal
exceeding a temperature threshold, the first and
the third electronic circuits being implemented
with different integrated circuits; and
decoupling electrical power from the printhead
in response to the generation of the over-tem-
perature signal.

4. The method of claim 1, the termination of electrical
power to the printhead further comprising:

generating a circuit fault signal with the first elec-
tronic circuit in response to the first electrical sig-
nal exceeding a first reference signal; and
decoupling electrical power from the printhead
in response to the generation of the circuit fault
signal.

5. The method of claim 4 further comprising:

monitoring the first electrical signal with a third
electronic circuit;
generating a circuit fault signal with the third
electronic circuit in response to the first electrical
signal exceeding a second reference signal, the
first and the third electronic circuits being imple-
mented with different integrated circuits; and
decoupling electrical power from the printhead
in response to the generation of the circuit fault
signal.

6. The method of claim 1, the termination of electrical
power to the printhead further comprising:

generating an open ground signal in response
to detection of electrical ground loss in the inte-
grated circuit implementing the first electronic
circuit; and
decoupling electrical power from the printhead
in response to the generation of the open ground
signal.

7. The method of claim 2 further comprising:

generating a circuit fault signal with a third elec-
tronic circuit in response to the first electrical sig-
nal exceeding a reference signal; and
decoupling electrical power from the printhead
in response to the generation of the circuit fault
signal.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the first and the third
electronic circuits are implemented with different in-
tegrated circuits, and the method further comprising:

generating an open ground signal in response
to detection of electrical ground loss in one of
the integrated circuits implementing the first and
the third electronic circuits; and
decoupling electrical power from the printhead
in response to the generation of the open ground
signal.

9. The method of claim 7 further comprising:

monitoring the first electrical signal with a fourth
and a fifth electronic circuit;
generating an over-temperature signal with the
fourth electronic circuit in response to the tem-
perature corresponding to the first electrical sig-
nal exceeding a temperature threshold, the first
and the fourth electronic circuits being imple-
mented with different integrated circuits;
generating a circuit fault signal with the fifth cir-
cuit in response to the temperature correspond-
ing to the first electrical signal being greater than
a second reference signal, the second and the
fifth electronic circuits being implemented with
different integrated circuits; and
decoupling electrical power from the printhead
in response to the generation of the over-tem-
perature signal or the circuit fault signal.

10. A system for monitoring electrical power delivered
to a printhead within a printer comprising:

a first electronic circuit configured to monitor a
first electrical signal and terminate delivery of
electrical power to a printhead in response to
the first electronic circuit detecting a safety
event; and
a second electronic circuit configured to monitor
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the first electrical signal and regulate an amount
of electrical power delivered to the printhead.

11. The system of claim 10 wherein the first electronic
circuit is configured to compare the first electrical
signal to a first reference signal and generate an
over-temperature signal in response to the temper-
ature corresponding to the first electrical signal ex-
ceeding a temperature threshold corresponding to
the first reference signal; and
the system further comprising:

a switch coupled to the first electronic circuit and
configured to decouple electrical power from the
printhead in response to the over-temperature
signal.

12. The system of claim 10 wherein the first electronic
circuit is configured to compare the first electrical
signal to a first reference signal and generate a circuit
fault signal in response to the first electrical signal
exceeding the first reference signal; and
the system further comprising:

a switch coupled to the first electronic circuit and
configured to decouple electrical power from the
printhead in response to the circuit fault signal.

13. The system of claim 11 further comprising:

a third electronic circuit configured to compare
the first electrical signal to a second reference
signal and generate a circuit fault signal in re-
sponse to the first electrical signal exceeding
the second reference signal; and
a switch coupled to the first and third electronic
circuit and configured to decouple electrical
power from the printhead in response to either
one of the over-temperature signal and the cir-
cuit fault signal.

14. The system of claim 11 further comprising:

a third electronic circuit configured to compare
the first electrical signal to a second reference
signal and generate the over-temperature signal
in response to the temperature corresponding
to the first electrical signal exceeding a temper-
ature threshold corresponding to the second ref-
erence signal, the first and the third electronic
circuits being implemented with different inte-
grated circuits; and
a switch coupled to the first and the third elec-
tronic circuits and configured to decouple elec-
trical power from the printhead in response to
the over-temperature signal.

15. The system of claim 12 further comprising:

a third electronic circuit configured to compare
the first electrical signal to a second reference
signal and generate the circuit fault signal in re-
sponse to the temperature corresponding to the
first electrical signal exceeding a temperature
threshold corresponding to the second refer-
ence signal, the first and the third electronic cir-
cuits being implemented with different integrat-
ed circuits; and
a switch coupled to the first and the third elec-
tronic circuits and configured to decouple elec-
trical power from the printhead in response to
the over-temperature signal.
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